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Let V be an n-dimensional subspace of a Banach space X. There is a natural,
easily constructed projection from X onto V with norm';;; ;n.

O. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

Kadec and Snobar, in an elegant paper [5], have demonstrated the
existence of a projection with norm ~Vii from an arbitrary Banach space X
to an n-dimensional subspace V. (Vii is in general best possible.) Their
proof, however, depends on an important technical lemma due to John [4]
and is nonconstructive.

In this paper we exhibit a natural, easily constructed projection px . v with
norm ~Vii. A bounded projection P can be identified with an n-dimensional
subspace P= [gl,· ..,gn] = [g]cX*, i.e., Px=<x,g)·v=I:?=I<x,g;)v p

where V = [VI'"'' vn]= [v] and v is dual to g (i.e., <v;, gj) = J;J P will also
be represented by its "kernel" g. v = I:7= 1 givi when the dual basis v is
required explicitly.

We can give a simple formula (see (1) below) for p x • v if first we make the
usual isomorphic identification of X with a subspace of CCQ), the space of
continuous functions on Q = ESX*, the Extreme points of the unit Sphere in
X*, the dual of X. In order to motivate the formula consider the trivial case
n = 1. Then g = Kext(v) = Ksgn v ext(lvl) = K(v/lvl) ext (I v I), where ext(y)
denotes an arbitrary extremal in [CCQ)] * for y and K = II v11-1, clearly yields
a norm I-projection, with v dual to g. It will be shown that for all n,

_ [ K ext(l v I) J
g- v Ivl (

. [K ext(1 v I) J . )l.e.,g;=v; Ivl ,1= I,2,oo.,n , (1)

where K = n III v III- I
, IvI= VEV7, and v is dual to g, yields a projection

p x . v = [g] with norm ~ Vii· I (Note that p x •v is an orthogonal projection.)

I Also g = v ext(1 v i) by replacing v with (viK/I v i) v since Iv I= constant on supp(ext(1 v I)).
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EXAMPLE 1. X = qa, bj, V = [1, X, , xn-1j, n ~ 2. Then Vi = "Lr:ol aijY!
can be chosen so that gi = vi dJ.1., i = 1, , n, where dJ.1. is a measure supported
on the n maxima of IV 1

2 = "L7= I vi. (I v 1
2 is a non-negative polynomial of

degree 2(n - I) and therefore has at most n maxima, while c/J.1. must have at
least n points of support.) Thus, p x• v is an interpolating projection.

EXAMPLE 2. X=Ch[-n,nj, V= [1/y2, sin x, cos X, ... , sin kx, cos
kx] = [v!""', vnj, n = 2k + 1. Then Ivl = )(1/2) +k, ext(lvi) = dx/2n,
K =)2 +4k, g = v (dx/n), and px. v is the ordinary Fourier projection.

For n > 1 the question of existence (can the duality property be satisfied?)
arises as well as the question of norm value. Our method of proof will be to
approximate projections from C(Q) to V by special projections
Pp(l ~p < (0) from U(Q) to V having form (1) relative to U(Q). That is,
relative to U, Kext(lvl)=lvlplqEU(I/q+l/p=l) by the Holder
inequality. We define Pp = [g 1by

v
g = -Ivlp/q = VIV!P-2

Ivl

with v dual to g.
Section 2 will show the existence of the projections Pp , as well as a

natural iterative Gram-Schmidt-type procedure for obtaining v, suggested by
the existence proof. But first, in Section I, we show IIPpl1 ~ nI/2

-
IIP

, p ~ 2
wherever Pp exists. Our result then follows by letting p ---+ 00, and taking px . v

to be a subsequential limit of Pp (restricted to X). In short, Pp allows us to
shift our considerations from C(Q) to the simpler space L 2(Q) with a
multiplicative loss of at most Vii in the norm of IIPpll. We can therefore
write px.v=Poolx , where Poo=limp ....ooPp, whence IIPx.vll~vn since
IIPpl1 ~ nI/2- llp, p ~ 2.

Section 3 will discuss how close the projections Pp ' 1~p ~ 00 are to
being minimal. It will be emphasized that in some important (regular) cases
Pp is minimal. Finally, it will be shown that Pp , 1 ~p ~ 00, satisfies a
certain system of n simple (linear) equations relating [g] to [v], the
variational equations for minimal projections [1].

As a final preliminary we must note that our procedure above depends on
the existence of the space LP(Q) = U(Q, v) for some measure v on Q,
consistent with the (weak*-) topology of Q; i.e., for X E C(Q),
Ilxllp---+llxlloo' as p---+ 00. Such a measure can only be guaranteed if X is
separable. If X is not separable, Q must be amended to be SV*, the unit
Sphere in V*, and V is then identified with the set of linear functions on Q.
It is easy to check that IIPC(Q).vll is still an upper bound for the minimal
norm among all projections from X onto V, but X is only homomorphically
represented in C(Q). Thus the straightforward identification of measures on
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Q with X* which we have in case X is separable becomes more involved in
case X is not separable. If X is not separable, once PC(Q). v is determined, the
functionals g in V* corresponding to the measures g on Q must be extended
via the Hahn-Banach theorem to appropriate functionals g in X* in order to
obtain px . v. With this understanding we will still write px . v = P<XlIx even if
X is not separable. We summarize as follows.

THEOREM. (i) If X is an arbitrary Banach space and V is an n
dimensional subspace, then the projection Px. v given by formula (1) exists (X
is identified with a subset of C(Q)) and IIPx. vii ( yin.

(ii) The projections Pp , 1 (p < 00, from U(Q) onto V given by
formula (2) exist and IIPpl1 (n 1/2-1/P, 2 (p < 00.

(iii) The projections Pp' I (p < 00 and Px. v = P<XlIx satisfy n linear
variational equations characterizing a small special family of projections
containing the minimal ones.

Note. (i) follows from (ii) as described above. We therefore demonstrate
(ii) and (iii) in the remainder of the paper.

1. THE NORM OF Pp

THEOREM 1. Pp exists, 1(p < 00.

Proof See Section 2. I

THEOREM 2. IIPpl1 ( n.

Proof If P is an arbitrary projection from U(Q) onto V, then IIPII =

sUPllxllp=1 IIPxllp = sUPllxllp=IIYllq=1 fQ (Px) ydv = sUPI~I~=IIYlb=1 fQfQ x(t)[g(t)·
v(u)) y(u) dv(t) dv(u). Now Ig(t)· v(u)1 = IL::7= 1 gi(t) vi(u)1 ( [L:: g~(tW/2
[L::v~(u)jl/2=lg(t)llv(u)l. Hence IIPII(lllglllqlllvlllp' On the other hand,
since v is dual to g, n=L::7=lfQgi(t)v i(t)dv(t)=fQL::7=lgi(t)vi(t)dv(t)(
5Q [I: gf(t) )1/2 [I: vf(t) P/2 dv(t) = 5Q Ig (t) II vet) Idv(t) ( Illglll qlll v Illq • Now
let P = Pp • The two inequalities in this last chain are then actually equalities
since first, for each t, glt) = CVi(t), where c = Ivet) IP- Z, i = 1,... , n, and
second Ig(t)1 = [I:g:(t)) 112 = Iv(t)IP-2[I:V:(t)) 112 = Iv(t)IP- 1 = Iv(t)IP/q =
Kext(lv(t)I)· I

Remark. Theorem 2 is included because it gives information about Pp

(1 (p < 2) not given by Theorem 3 and also because it was the logic of
Theorem 2 which made the author first aware of the projection Pp'
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Proof Pp is an orthogonal projection with weight W= IvIP-z, i.e.,
PX=L7=I(x,Vi)wVi and (Vi' v)w= bij' where (x,y)w=fQxywdv. Letting
Ilzll~.w = (z, z)w' we have

n

IIPxll~.w=(Px,px)w= L (x,vi)~~llxIIL,,·
i=1

(Hence, of course, IIPpl1 = 1 if p = 2.)
We will next establish the two inequalities

(a) Ilzllp ~ Ilzllz .... for z E V,

and

(b) Ilxllz.... ~ n1
/

Z
-

1
/
P Ilxllp,

which together with IIPxllz .... ~ Ilxllz.w will finish the proof.
Applying the Holder inequality with "p" =p/2 and "q" =p/(P - 2), where

p>2, we have Ilxll~,w=fxzw~[f(X2y/2]2!P[fwP/(p-zT-(2/P)=

(f xP)2/P(f Iv jP>1-(2/P) = Ilxll~ . n1 -(2!P), since f IviP = f L7= I v71 v IP-z =
L7= I (Vi' Vi) ... = n, and (b) follows.

For zE V write z=L7aivi whence L7=la;=(z,z) ... =llzllL,..
Thus Ilzllp = IIL7=la ivill p = [fILaiviI2ILaiviIP-2]!/P ~ [fILaivilz
f(L a7)I/2lvl]P-2]I/P= [L af](P-2)/2P[f (L aivYw]I/P = Ilzll~~~2)/P (z, z)~? =
IlzI12.... , and (a) follows. I

Note. The author wishes to acknowledge the help of F. T. Metcalf and S.
R. Smith in determining the optimal place to apply the Schwarz inequality
IL ai v i I~ (L aDI/2 IvI in the chain of inequalities establishing (a) above.

2. THE EXISTENCE AND CONSTRUCTION OF PP

Proof that Pp exists. Pp= L7= 1 gi(t) vi(u), where gi(t) = vJt)1 v(tW-z,
i=l,...,n, and Oij=(gi,vj)=fQViVjlvIP-2 (1~i,j~n) is a set of nZ

equations in n2 unknowns (aij) if we write Vi = LJ= 1 aijuj (v = uA), where
U = Up ... , un is some fixed basis for V. To show that these n2 equations can
be solved for all p, consider the auxiliary function F[A;p] = fQ vivjlvlP-z
mapping the set of n X n nonsingular symmetric matrices M~ into itself. We
want to show that the identity matrix I = In is in the image of F for each p.
But consider first p = 2. Then F[A; 2] = I can be solved for A by the
Gram-Schmidt process. (A can be taken symmetric since a lower triangular
matrix L (the usual form for the Gram-Schmidt matrix) becomes symmetric
upon changing the basis from U to u(L I) - I.) In fact, therefore, a whole open
neighborhood of I in M~ is in the range of F[A; 2] =AUA 1 (U= (IQu;uj)),
namely, the set of all positive definite matrices. Thus, by continuity, for p

640/32/35
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sufficiently close to 2, I belongs also to the range of F[A; p]. That is, there
exists A =A(p) satisfying F[A;p] =1 for all p in some neighborhood y/ of
p = 2 and range F[A; 2] =:J M~ n [positive definite].

Now let Zu = {q E Q; u(q) = Of. In the following we can clearly suppose
without loss that int Zu is empty. But furthermore we can assume that Zu
itself is empty, for otherwise replace Q by Q - z, where z is a small open
neighborhood of Zu' apply the theory to Q - z, and, in the end, let z
approach Zu' to obtain the conclusion for Q. Thus, under the assumption
that Zu is empty, it is immediate that F[a;p] is infinitely differentiable and
in fact analytic2 in au (1 <) ~ i ~ n) and p. Hence A(P) is also analytic 2 for
p in Y/ by the implicit function theorem. (Since the auxiliary function
f[A; p] = (F[A; p], p) is analytic,2 its inverse is analytic. 2

) But now A (P) can
be continued analytically and thus F[A(P);p]-I=.O. I

Construction ofPp ' Consider the map G from V" to V" defined as follows.
For v= V p ... , V n in Vn let w=lvIP-

2
• Then G(v)=v is determined by the

Gram-Schmidt (G-S) process with weight w, i.e., fQ vA wdv = Ju
(I ~ i,j ~ n). The existence of Pp is equivalent to the existence of a fixed
point v of G, suggesting the numerical method of successive approximations
to find v:

Numerical procedure. Determine v(l) by the G-S process with weight
w =. 1. Then generate v(k+ I) = GV(k), k = 1,.... Each step is a linear (G-S)
process.

Comment. The author has carried out many examples in the case
Q= [a, b] with the aid of a computer and in all of them, for fixed p ~ 1, V(k)

converged rapidly (to a fixed point v). For p ~ 4, however, the iterative
process had, in general, to be "mollified," i.e., v(k+ I) = AV(k) + (1 - A) GV(k)

for some choice of A.
It should be emphasized that while for simplicity the examples cited are

where Q = [a, b], the theory and numerical procedures work the same way
for Q of any dimension.

3. THE VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS

We emphasize that Pp ' 1 ~p ~ co, is minimal if n = 1 and for all n in the
case of the Fourier projection. In this section we show that Pp , 1 ~p ~ 00,

satisfies an important system of n linear equations, the variational equations
for minimal projections established in [1]. Therefore Pp , if not itself minimal,
is at least in a small special family of projections containing those which are

2 More precisely, has an analytic branch (e.g., if n = 1 and a> 0 then
FIA;p] =aPf lulP = 1 implies a(p) = (f Iun-liP).
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minimal from U(Q) (C(Q) if p = (0) onto V. In this sense as well, Pp is
close to minimal.

Pp Satisfies n - 1 "(o)"-Equations

For any orthogonal projection the equations gi = WVi' i = 1,... , n can be
rewritten

i = 1,... , n - 1.

In [1] it is shown that a minimal projection P min = [g] satisfies n - 1 "(0)"
equations:

(0)

for some n - 1 scalar matrices n X n matrices A(k) = (Alf»), k = 1,..., n - 1.

p p Satisfies 1 "(*)"-Equation

Assume that V is continuously differentiable on Q c IR m
• Let' denote any

directional derivative. Then g = WV, W = !vIP -
2 = (v· V)(P-2)/2 and

g'=w'v+wv', where w'=(P-2)lvIP -
4v·v'. Hence g'=

(P-2)lvI P
-

4(v·v')v+lvI P
-

2v' and so g'.v=(P-2)lvIP -
2(v.v')+

IvI P -
2v·v'=(p-I)lvIP -

2v.v' while g·v'=wv·v'=lvIP -
2v.v'. We

conclude that

1, 1 , , (1, 1 ')O=-g ·v--g·v =\ -g·v·--g·v..P q ....... P I I q I I

In [1] it is shown that Pmin = [g] satisfies a "(*)"-equation

,,--, (1 1), A.. -g~v.- -g.v~ = 0
....... ,Jp'J q'J (*)

for some n X n scalar matrix A = (AU)'
We conclude that PP satisfies n - 1 (0)-equations with A (k) having 1 in the

(k, k + I)-position, -1 in the (k + 1, k)-position, 0 elsewhere, k = I, ...,n - 1,
and that Pp satisfies a (*)-equation where A = I, where' denotes an arbitrary
directional derivative.

Note (i). The n - 1 (a)-equations give information about the
gi (i = 1,..., n) relative to one another (e.g., g;/gi+ 1 = v;/v i +l' i = 1,... , n - 1
(i.e., g = wv) if Pmin is orthogonal) while the (*)-equations describe the
differential structure (i.e., w if Pmin is orthogonal) of g relative to v.
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Note (ii). Uniqueness questions in the study of minimal projections are
closely tied to the dependency of the (* )-equation on the n - 1 (0)
equations. For example, in the case n = 1, p = 00, Q= [a, b], the (*)
equation is gv' = 0 (v' indicates a 2-sided derivative and is thus undefined at
endpoints) and therefore Pmin = [g] is not determined uniquely if, e.g., v' = 0
at more than 1 maximum of 1v I. A second important example is the Fourier
projection in the case p = 00, Q= [-1!', 1!'], v = [1/y'2, sin rx, cos rx, sin 2rx,
cos 2rx, ... , sin krx, cos krx]. Here the (* )-equation is g. v' = 0, where
g = wv. But g. v' = 0 = w[v . v'] does not determine w uniquely since
2v . v' = (v . v)' = [~ + LJ= 1 (sin2 jrx + cos 2 jrx)]' == O. Indeed, it is known
that for some choices of rand k the Fourier projection though minimal is
not unique.
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Note added in proof After the above note had been submitted for publication, the author
became aware that the projections Pp , 1 <p < 00, were also developed in a recent paper by
D. R. Lewis [6 J (where, in fact, it is shown that II Pp II ,,;; n l

V2 - I/p I by the same argument as in
Theorem 3 for 2 <p < 00 and by a duality argument for 1 <p <2). However, since the
existence proof of this note is different and leads to the straightforward construction (iterative
Gram-Schmidt process) of the limiting projections P00' which are the main focus here, it
appeared justified to publish the note without change, as originally written.
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